
Entity pair and nature of 
interaction

Prerequisites and 
constraints

Introduction of entities Authentication and other protection 
during interactions

a.

User/UA and AM
User controls and configures 
AM to effect AM-mediated 
authorization of disclosure of 
protected resources from SPs 
to Consumers.

User and AM must 
meet before any other 
protocol step.

User either hosts her own AM 
(invoking admin privileges to 
register herself with it through 
her UA) or contracts to use an 
AM-hosting site (registering for a 
unique account with it through 
her UA).
User is assumed to select any 
AM on her own behalf based on 
its features and capabilities (and 
can select and configure multiple 
AMs).

Protocol interactions take place in these 
steps:
• Step 0a: policy configuration
• Step 2: consent gathering (optional and 

out of band)
User is authenticated to AM by whatever 
login method is provided.
AM is authenticated to user by whatever 
mutual authentication/anti-phishing method 
is provided (user sensory confirmation 
and/or UA mechanical confirmation).
Other user/UA-AM interactions are 
assumed to take place outside the 
protocol, e.g. studying info disclosure and 
policy analytics.
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b.

User/UA and SP
User creates and manages 
protected resources at SP 
which she wishes to disclose 
to Consumers on a 
permissioned basis, mediated 
by her AM.

User has already met 
both AM (and SP) by 
the time she introduces 
SP to AM.

User contracts to use an SP-
hosting site (registering for a 
unique account with it through 
her UA).
User is assumed to select any 
SP on her own behalf based on 
its features and capabilities (and 
she is likely to have more than 
one SP).

Protocol interactions take place in these 
steps:
• Step 0b: providing of AM location (out of 

band)
• Step 0c: authorization of SPʻs 

connection to AM
User is authenticated to SP by whatever 
login method is provided.
SP is authenticated to user by whatever 
mutual authentication/anti-phishing method 
is provided (user sensory confirmation 
and/or UA mechanical confirmation).
Authorization of the SP/AM introduction 
takes place in the context of a real-time 
UA-mediated user login session, in OAuth-
like fashion.
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c.

User/UA and Consumer
User uses Consumer for 
features that require the 
consumption of protected 
resources, which are 
controlled by her but located 
at SPs, to be dynamically 
delivered to Consumer on an 
AM-mediated basis.

User has already met 
AM and SP (and 
Consumer) before she 
can authorize resource 
release to Consumer in 
Step 2.
Consumer must not be 
required to have met 
AM or SP before; 
dynamic introduction 
must be possible.
AM and SP must 
already have met 
before Consumer 
initially attempts 
resource access.

User contracts to use a 
Consumer-hosting site 
(registering for a unique account 
with it through her UA).
User is assumed to select any 
Consumer on her own behalf 
based on its features and 
capabilities (and she is likely to 
have more than one 
Consumer).

Protocol interaction takes place in this 
step:
• Step 0c: providing of location of 

protected resource (out of band)
User is authenticated to Consumer by 
whatever login method is provided.
Consumer is authenticated to user by 
whatever mutual authentication/anti-
phishing method is provided (user sensory 
confirmation and/or UA mechanical 
confirmation).

d.

AM and SP
SP meets AM to allow for 
mutual authentication, and 
subsequently SP sends 
authorization requests to AM 
when SP receives Consumer 
requests for disclosure of 
protected resources controlled 
by user.

User has already met 
AM and SP.
AM and SP must not be 
required to have met 
before; dynamic 
introduction must be 
possible.

Takes place in step 0a. User 
personally initiates introduction 
in OAuth-like fashion (e.g., 
logging in to SP and provisioning 
it with AM endpoint in a real-time 
login session). The provisioning 
process may be eased by 
methods such as an OpenID AX 
attribute or an infocard claim. 

Protocol interactions take place in these 
steps:
• Step 0b: introduction
• Step 3: authorized resource access
In both steps, AM is authenticated to SP 
through SSL/TLS-protected interaction at 
the same endpoint as provisioned in step 
0a.
In step 3, SP is authenticated to AM 
through use of shared secret established 
in step 0b.
Other message protection techniques are 
applied in OAuth-like fashion (nonces, 
validity periods, message integrity 
checking, redirection through UA).
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e.

AM and Consumer
Consumer confirms to AM 
that it agrees to contract terms 
for data usage and further 
sharing, and subsequently 
retrieves an access token for 
use in retrieving protected 
resources from SPs. 

User has already met 
AM and Consumer by 
the time Consumer 
attempts to access the 
protected resource.
AM and SP must 
already have met 
before Consumer 
initially approaches AM.

Consumer meets AM in the first 
half of step 1, by receiving the 
location of the contract terms (at 
AM) from SP in the HTTP 401 
challenge.
AM interacts with Consumer 
informally in the first of half of 
step 1 by providing the 
(unprotected) contract terms 
resource or its location. Proper 
introduction takes place 
dynamically in the second half of 
step 1 when Consumer shares 
a secret with AM.

Protocol interactions take place in these 
steps:
• Step 1: contract terms offer and 

acceptance
• Step 2: access token delivery
Step 1 is conducted over SSL/TLS for 
overall AM authentication and so that the 
actions of Consumer can be correlated 
accurately according to its secret ultimately 
provided in that step.
In step 2, also conducted over SSL/TLS, 
Consumer signs its access token request 
with the secret it supplied to AM 
previously.
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f.

SP and Consumer
SP holds protected resources 
that Consumer needs in order 
to provide desired features to 
user. Consumer ultimately 
gains access by wielding an 
access token that SP asks AM 
to verify, which it does by 
applying user policies.

User has already met 
AM, SP, and 
Consumer.
AM and SP must 
already have met 
before Consumer 
initially approaches SP.
SP and Consumer 
must not be required to 
have met before 
Consumer attempts 
initial access.

Consumer and SP interact 
without ever formally “meeting”. 
Consumerʼs initial attempt at 
resource access is 
unauthenticated. During its 
subsequent attempt with access 
token in hand, it uses the secret 
it earlier provided to AM to bind 
its identity to the request for that 
resource, but SP doesnʼt 
validate its identity, instead 
passing on that aspect of 
validation to AM. [SUBJECT TO 
REVIEW/REVISION]

Protocol interactions take place in these 
steps:
• Step 1: initial attempt to access 

protected resource
• Step 3: subsequent attempt to access 

protected resource with access token in 
hand

Step 1 involves an unauthenticated 
Consumer and possibly an unprotected 
access attempt. This interaction may be 
entirely unsecured.
Step 3 involves message-level 
authentication, but performed by AM, not 
SP. [SUBJECT TO REVIEW/REVISION]
ISSUES: SP is protected against spoofed 
Consumer as long as it gets validation 
done by the true AM (see item d). How to 
protect Consumer against spoofed SP - 
would SSL/TLS in both steps 1 and 3 take 
care of this sufficiently, and if so, is it 
reasonable to require that all protected 
resources use https://? How to protect AM 
against malicious SP doctoring the 
Consumerʼs request somehow - is the 
Consumerʼs signature over its request 
sufficient?
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